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The term â€˜Dent & Dingâ€™ repair refers to paintless dent repair, or PDR for short. There are several auto
repair companies that carry out this special service. Some are considered a lot better compared to
others. It all however comes down to actual skill that the PDR technician possesses. paintless dent
repair cost may be similar or within a certain agreeable range. Like tire insurance and extended
warranties, dent & ding coverage promises payment for automobile damages in full or part for
specific time period. The PDR protection plans offered by different insurance companies are
principally sold through new automobile dealers. They normally come to some hundreds of dollars,
depending on the model and make of your auto.

Extended arm of paintless dent repair and paintless dent repair cost does not come to an end with
tire hazard insurance or extended warranties. Marketing experts have evolved every sort of tit bit to
insure, at a price of course. At the top of their lists you will find PDR protection plans. This class of
insurance is steadily growing. It predominantly addresses some those particularly nasty parking lot
and shopping cart dings. Dents and dings are moderately synonymous terms. Though a dent is
normally noticeable, the ding is much smaller and hardly noticeable. If you squint, at the cost of
embarrassing yourself in public, or are able to catch your vehicle at the perfect angle of sunshine to
see a tiny ding. Most dings are tinier than the heads of an eraser. 

So how is the paintless dent repair job actually done? Most techniques used by experts are mainly
non-intrusive. The technician makes use of expressly designed gadgets and tools that squeeze an
entry behind the dented panels. He then massages and typically manipulates the affected panel
once more to the original state. To be frank, itâ€™s simply incredible. And whatâ€™s specially so is that the
whole thing is done with such perfection that in a larger percentage of cases, the dents and dings
vanish into thin air. They are unbelievable, gone with the wind, invisible to the eye, but fixed at a
reasonable paintless dent repair cost, and a high degree of expertise as well as skill.

I was once witness to a dent about the size of soccer ball being removed off a rear fender. The
automobile was worth at least $120,000. There was a noticeably large crease in the dent as well. As
every mechanic knows, this was simply not a paintless dent repair job. Yet, after just thirty minutes,
it was literally impossible to tell that a dent had ever been visible at this spot. The paintless dent
repair cost came to $400, while conventional auto body repair shop estimates hovered around
$2,700 or thereabouts.
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